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	Practical tips and techniques make remembering a snap

	

	Jog your memory with exercises to help you at home, at work, anywhere!

	

	Whether you are cramming for an exam, have trouble remembering names, or you just want to give your overall memory power a boost, this plain-English guide offers clever tricks to help you remember what you want to remember. You'll discover how your memory works and how to enhance it in all types of situations.

	

	The Dummies Way

	* Explanations in plain English

	* "Get in, get out" information

	* Icons and other navigational aids

	* Tear-out cheat sheet

	* Top ten lists

	* A dash of humor and fun

	

	Get smart! @www.dummies.com

	* Find listings of all our books

	* Choose from among 33 different subject categories

	* Sign up for daily eTips at www.dummiesdaily.com
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MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-294): Planning, Implementing, and Maintaining a MS Windows Server 2003 AD Infrastructure, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2006
Get in-depth exam preparation for the updated Exam 70-294, a core MCSA/MCSE exam for Windows Server 2003-and build real-world job skills. Includes case studies, troubleshooting labs, and more.

Active Directory directory service provides a single point of network resource management, allowing you to add, remove, and relocate users and...
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Practical Prototype and script.aculo.us (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2008
As a JavaScript developer, you will already be aware of some of the time saving, convenience, and functionality provided to you by JavaScript/Ajax libraries in general. Prototype (www.prototypejs.org) and its sister effects library, script.aculo.us (http://script.aculo.us/), are among the most popular and best–supported JavaScript libraries,...
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Arithmetic and Logic in Computer Systems (Microwave and Optical Engineering)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
A practical introduction to fundamentals of computer arithmetic
Computer arithmetic is one of the foundations of computer science and engineering. Designed as both a practical reference for engineers and computer scientists and an introductory text for students of electrical engineering and the computer and mathematical sciences, Arithmetic and...
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Netduino Home Automation ProjectsPackt Publishing, 2013

	With this book you could have the home of tomorrow, literally tomorrow. Its totally practical approach is perfect for the hobbyist who wants to use Netduino to automate their home. Full of fun projects and clear instructions.


	Overview

	
		Automate your house using a Netduino and a bunch of common...
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Handbook of Approximate Bayesian Computation (Chapman & Hall/CRC Handbooks of Modern Statistical Methods)CRC Press, 2018

	
		As the world becomes increasingly complex, so do the statistical models required to analyse the challenging problems ahead. For the very first time in a single volume, the Handbook of Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) presents an extensive overview of the theory, practice and application of ABC methods. These simple, but...
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The Language of the PapyriOxford University Press, 2010

	The modern rediscovery of the Greek and Latin papyri from Egypt has transformed our knowledge of the ancient world. We cannot, however, make the same claim in the specific area of language study. Although important studies of the language of the papyri have appeared sporadically over the past century, we are still dealing today with a...
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